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Enrich our food culture by providing unique products and

Seongpil Jeong
6,872 (As of 2020)
3.0551 Trillion Won (As of 2019)
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We supply reliable and carefully-selected food products at reasonable prices
to tailor to the unique needs of each customers through systematic delivery system.
We launched our food distribution business in full scale for the first time as a
conglomerate in Korea and have been leading the domestic market ever since, resulting
in the success of our customers by being a “total solution provider” encompassing all
services required for restaurant operation.
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As the leader of the domestic food distribution industry, CJ Freshway is striving to
develop new distribution channels, bolster competitiveness in product development and
purchasing, introduce cutting-edge logistics infrastructure, scientific and systematic
quality control/sanitation management systems and other services that are necessary for
flawless restaurant management. We are also keen to support our customers’ success by
offering a “total solution” covering all services required for restaurant operation.
CJ Freshway supplies 24,000 kinds of agricultural, fishery and livestock products,
processed foods and kitchen appliances to nearly 30,000 customers through food
wholesalers, food makers, prepared meal providers, daycare facilities, and franchised and
independent restaurants. We are committed to supplying healthy and credible products at
reasonable prices.
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Glass noodles, zha cai, canned button mushrooms,
canned bamboo shoots

Grapes, kiwis, lemons, salmon, mussels, squid,
frozen blueberries, nut products (raisins, nuts)
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Suwon Main center
/2nd center
Daegu

We have opened offices in China, Vietnam and the United States to build an international sourcing
network and bolster related competitiveness. Especially, we run a cold chain system-based logistics
center and a food safety center in Vietnam to ensure the safety and credibility of products we supply.

By operating our own large logistics centers in Icheon, Suwon, Yangsan, Daegu, Jangseong we
are able to quickly deliver special orders for individual customers. We are currently dealing with
over 24,000 items from agricultural, marine and livestock products to processed foods and
even kitchen appliances and utensils. Indeed, we are the largest such supplier in Korea.
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Quality Promise

It’s well is CJ Freshway’s representative private brand supplying a range of food and related
appliances including agricultural, fishery, livestock products, processed foods and others. It has
earned the trust of clients by offering top quality products at reasonable prices and a thorough
check of food safety.
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Primary commodities (agricultural, fishery, livestock products)

It’s well has commercialized primary commodities that have fundamental limits in standardizing
quality and quantity by introducing its own standards. Each commodity has a specialized
merchandiser assigned for quality inspection and audit of business partners, which makes it
possible to supply fresh and credible products.

Processed foods and appliances

It’s well supplies processed foods and appliances that passed a thorough quality inspection
and are proven to be competitive in terms of price, sanitation, diversity and usefulness. We
offer systematic and stable production and supply of products through our HACCP or ICOcertified business partners.

It’s well product development process
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Production s
election

select a product to
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[Inuri]
We create healthy foods all children can enjoy

When it comes to making food for children, we are zero tolerance of policy. To that end, we
only supply foods and appliances cleared by thorough quality checks at their places of origin
and monitored all the way through our supply chain. Inuri is Freshway’s children’s food brand
committed to their health and well-being

Healthynuri

[Healthynuri]
Customized food care total solutions for hospitals, welfare centers and
nursing homes

CJ Freshway’s private brand Healthynuri supplies the best products to places that need highnutrition foods for health, and customized kitchen appliances and tableware to hospitals and
nursing homes. The brand’s total solution helps improve their managerial efficiency.
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Distributed products
CJ Freshway is a part of the Group Food Business, along with Korea's top food production
company Cheiljedang and is the distributor of Beksul, Haechandle, and Chef’s Solution products
to the B2B food ingredient market. We deliver differentiated value to clients by offering products
with the Group's R&D capabilities in the most reasonable way.
Chef’s Solution

CJ Freshway exclusively supplies top brand products at competitive prices through agreements
with leading global brands based on our global sourcing abilities.
Cirio (Whole Tomatos)
ConAgra (Hunt's tomato paste, Angela Mia spaghetti sauce)
S&W (canned fruit), Simplot (frozen potatoes)
Eurial (whipping cream), Haitian (oyster sauce)
Anchor (butter), Sachsen (sterilized milk), Marukome (miso paste)
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Jungbu

Mokpo

FreshOne is a business model jointly developed by CJ Freshway and provincial food suppliers,
with the aim of improving Korea’s food distribution industry. Provincial suppliers have improved
their food safety by using CJ Freshway’s advanced distribution centers and have added
agricultural, fishery and livestock products to their business portfolio thanks to CJ Freshway’s
refrigeration and freezing facilities.
CJ Freshway enables provincial food suppliers to use its advanced logistics facilities, while the
latter beefs up their sales activities by taking advantage of the facilities. This has created a
synergistic effect for both sides. Especially, CJ Freshway’s time-tested expertise in food safety
and advanced systems have played an important role in creating an atmosphere in which
people trust products from companies involved.

FreshOne’s specialized business [FreshOne Meat]
Processed meat-specialized partner

FreshOne Meat is specialized in supplying high-quality processed meat products at reasonable
prices.

Quick supply through systematic distribution network

FreshOne makes quick and accurate deliveries through its nationwide distribution network. It
runs meat products-only distribution centers in Incheon, Suwon, Gangnam, Namyangju and
Daegu, offering storage and door-to-door delivery services based on a cold-chain system.

Thorough sanitation system

FreshOne, along with CJ Freshway, are committed to distributing clean and fresh meat products
through a HACCP-level quality management system. In addition, 20 merchandisers specialized
in processed meat offer first-hand inspection of logistics records and quality to ensure the
company supplies only credible imported products.

Various global products

FreshOne Meat teams up with CJ Freshway to exclusively import reputed global brands and
supply them to our clients.
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CJ Freshway strives for a future where we can succeed together through partnerships with
producers and businesses

Contract harvest with
farmers

CJ Freshway takes the contract harvest as a means to establish
a CSV (Creating Shared Value) model spanning provincial
governments, big companies and famers, in which famers can
claim gains they deserve.
CJ Freshway has partnered with 1,400 farming households
in 40 regions, including Cheorwon in Gangwon Province,
Yecheon in North Gyeongsang Province, and Sungsan on Jeju
Island, procuring rice, potato, white radish, cabbage and other
domestic agricultural products in contract harvests.
Under contract harvests, local farmers benefitted from
increased and secure income. Instead of worrying about market
conditions and retail channels they were able to focus on the
produces and as a result reduced many incumbent in between
retailers.

Win-win partnership
with smaller companies

CJ Freshway runs the “Co-prosperity Academy” education
program for small food suppliers in which they learn up-to-date
analysis skills, legal and other information that will help them
improve their food safety capabilities.
The program gives lectures on microorganism analysis
(general bacteria, E coli, Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus)
and practical exercises in physicochemical analysis (tar color,
sulfur dioxide, benzopyrene, nitrite ion). The program also has
a “foreign substance control master course” and other courses
that help participating companies improve their own food
safety.
Through the program, CJ Freshway shares its sanitation and
food safety skills and information with its business partners,
contributing to improving people’s health and well-being.
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Delicious & Enjoyable
The food service business of CJ Freshway was launched in 1994 with the CJ Group Food Service
Business Unit and is now leading the domestic market. Currently, we are actively managing the
consignment of more than 550 public dining facilities located at business sites, office buildings,
hospitals, golf clubs and food courts.
Furthermore, in line with the rapidly changing needs of our customers and food culture trends,
we provide customized menu services by utilizing our pool of over 10,000 recipes created by our
staff of professional chefs and nutritionists.
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Customized menu services utilizing our pool of over 10,000 recipes and

7
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CJ is raising the standards for food safety by conducting inspections for harmful materials
in accordance with national requirements so that our customers can enjoy their food with
peace of mind. We were the first in the Korean food service industry to acquire ISO 22000
(food safety management system) and Two of its stores have recevied HACCP certification
by the Korea Food and Drug Administration. All other stores are managed in accordance with
the HACCP standards of CJ Freshway.

CJ Freshway serves its customers at institutional catering sites with services beyond offering
meals. The company runs a “Culture Project” decorating dining venues with CJ’s unique
cultural content and assets. In addition, it runs “Happy Wednesday,” introducing new items
every Wednesday. Such interactive programs with customers have caught the attention of
business partners.

Culture project

This is a CJ Group-wide monthly event giving away movie,
concert, performance and exhibition tickets to customers to let
them experience CJ’s distinguished cultural content.

Happy Wednesday

This is part of CJ Freshway’s marketing activities to provide
more various meal options Its concept is offering
▶ “Healthy” meals made with seasonal ingredients
▶ “Delicious” meals beloved by everyone
▶ “Special” meals that are hard to get in everyday life
▶ “New” meals reflecting the latest food trends.
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Global food service business
(Vietnam Ho Chi Minh)
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Premium Food Service [Greenteria Selection]
Greenteria Selection at the CJ Cheiljedang Center is a unique cafeteria presenting the future of
Food Service Going beyond the conventional elements defining competitiveness of Food Service
such as sanitation, price and speed, Greenteria Selection gives customers an option to choose
“menu,” “convenience” and “space” with which they can have different fun every day.

Installation of food selection model

At Greenteria, it is our utmost importance to serve our customers with the best. We offer variety
of menus served by specialists, and vigorously explored options to accomodate customers with
the convenience of simple yet comfortable environment. That is why we have adopted array of
modern technology equipments and kitchen utensils to differentiate ourselves to peers.

Auto charging system and catering platform

CJ Freshway is Korea’s first institutional catering service provider to introduce auto charging and
catering systems powered by RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) and IoT (Internet of Things)
technologies. Payment is automatically done when entering or leaving a designated restaurant,
giving a boost to customers’ convenience and the labor efficiency of the service provider. On top
of this, a smart vending machine is in place, selling lunch boxes containing steamed rice, salad/
sandwich without human cashiers.

1. The entrance of Greenteria Selection
2. The whole view of Greenteria Selection

Space design and improvement of usability

Greenteria Selection has added Artful Touch to its space to create an atmosphere people can
comfortably enjoy with close friends. It was built with eco-friendly materials that emit less
pollutants. The usability of the space has been maximized because it can be used for business
meetings, except at dining times.

Promotion of sanitation rating system
Under the sanitation rating system the government introduced in 2017, restaurants are
classified into three types: ‘very good(★★★)’, ‘good(★★)’ and ‘not bad(★)’, depending on their
level of sanitation. Upon the policy’s introduction, CJ Freshway applied it to golf clubs with its
catering facilities and then resorts, rest areas and concession facilities in 2018. As of November
2018, the number of restaurants under CJ Freshway certified by the rating system reached 103.
This is the highest out of companies running institutional catering or selling food and beverage
at golf clubs or rest areas.

Win “Excellent Sanitation” mark
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We work together with our customers to enhance their success our advanced systems,
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Established in November 2003, Food Safety Center in CJ Freshway possesses the highest
expertise in the industry. Food Safety Center consists of Laboratory, Hygiene Safety Team
and Quality Innovation Team. It provides the total service of food safety with safety verifacation for products, education and consultation of hygiene safety based on its competencies
and infrastructure.
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Certification by Food Safety Center and award records

Designated as Livestock Hygiene Inspection Agency
(Animals, Plants and Fisheries Quarantine and Inspection Agency)

Designated as a food hygiene test agency (Including Norovirus)

Jan. 2016 Published the claim description 'Solution Map' and registrated its copyright
(Korea Copyright Commission)
Jun. 2016 Certified as the block system of the sale of hazardous products
(Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ministry of Food and Drug Safety)

Quality management of distributed products

Agriculture, fisheries and livestock of high quality agricultural products by
strengthening of the 1st phase product inspection activities

The first in the industry to operate a CSI(Claim Scene Investigation) Team

Provides the reasuring high-quality products by solving the fundamental
problem with a field-oriented apprroach
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Food service sanitation management

Food safety analysis
As customers pay more attention to food safety and pin higher expectations on product quality,
the company has realized the importance of having active communication with them. It makes
great efforts to satisfy customers with VOC-based analysis of consumer trends and their
needs, proactive measures to settle complaints and thorough post-sales customer relationship
management.

Analysis of food poisoning bacteria in distributed products(agricultural/livestock/marine/processed)
Chemical and hazardous substance analysis

Analysis of food poisoning bacteria in distributed products (Animals, Plants, Fisheries, Processed)
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Voice of Customer Insights
•Develops VoC (Voice of Customer) activities in collaboration with Merchandise Team,
SCM and Food Safety Center to discover unmet customer’s needs through various analysis
on every sales routes, channels and types.
•Provides insights for Customer Satisfaction Management by mining trend of Big Data
Manages risks by systematic and quick responses.
•Operates “Critical VoC Real-Time Sharing System” that enables to share “MMS” and “E-mail”
to CEO and executives for accelerating decision time in case of customer claims.
•Operates education programs, product quality forecasts and manages consultative groups
to avoid claims before they occurs.
•Operates systematic reactive process to minimize dissatisfaction of customers with standby
specialists in case of customer claims.

Since increasing concern for food safety and expectation for the product quality, CJ Freshway
Operates Customer Value Innovation Team with infrastructure to encourage active communication
with its customers. Customer Value Innovation Team analyzes consumer trends, identifies customer
needs and manages claim with both proactive and reactive approaches.

•Trains and educates specialists
for nationwide claim response.

•Preemptively manages by
forecasting product qualities.

•Enhances response ability on
field by the operation of special
program for claim reduction
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its own logistics centers in three major cities (Suwon, Icheon, Jangseong, Yangsan in Daegu), CJ

Wonju, Gangneung, Daejeon, Janglim and Jincheon)
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CJ Freshway has its own logistics centers in Suwon, Icheon, Jangseong and Yangsan in Daegu that are

Equipped with a logistics that enables nationwide one-day delivery, CJ freshway also provides a
convenient ordering system for its customers. It also provides customers with its on-line/mobile
ordering system to purchase food items more conveniently
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Based on its superb training curriculum, one of the best in Korea, CJ Freshway provides
not only premium cooking courses, but also the best service education and various consultation

its rich infrastructure including a complete R&D Center with over 10,000 recipes, hygiene
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Tidy
apperance
and attire

of the Food Service Business Unit. We also provide a variety of assistance for menu
we educate target customers on cooking, increasing product-related awareness, and improving
work capabilities of our employees by offering training programs on essential knowledge

Service Academy in CJ Freshway offers abundant curriculum developed through rich field
experiences. Since 2005, in recognition of excellence for service education led by the
special unit, it educates not only CJ corporation, but also external agencies.
Service Academy enhances service qualities of its human resources with continous
monitoring on CJ Freshway's fields, publishing the manual of services through MoTanalysis
on sales routes and multiple 'Boom-Up' activities. It also aims to increase store management capacities of customers in the food service and food distribution market by supporting education and consultation. It plans to offer various programs such as Reinventing
CS(Customer Service) and Personalized Education and Reinforcement of MoT Services
based on business characteristics.

Main cases of external education and QC (Quality Control)
Education : Korea Occupational Safety &Health Agency, Korea Workers' Compensation &Welfare
Service, Busan International Film Festival, Office of Education, Hospital, Indusry,
et cetera
Quality Control : Pho Mein, Wara-Wara, Quiznos, Nolsoop, et cetera
(including Mystery Shopping)
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Corporate Milestones

2019
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2017. 10
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2018. 01
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Acquired the best practice of 'Natrium Reduction' by Ministry of Food and Drug Safety
Received President's award for 'Creating Job' by Ministry of Employment and Labor
Selected as 'The Best Company' for ESG (Environment,Social, Governance) evaluation by
Korea Corporate Governance Service
Chile office opens, first business presence in Latin America
Became the first food company recognized for having the best IR practice
Win ‘best corporate governance’ award for three consecutive years
Songlim Food’s third plant opens
Logistics center in Vietnam opens
Greenteria Selection opens
Acquisition of Jfarms and Jnfood

